ADVS Assessment [2019-2020]
Emphasis: Biotechnology
Skills & Career Competencies [SCC]: Learning Outcome [LO] #2
Semester/Course: Spring 2020: ADVS 5160: Cell Culture
Artifact: Lab Report on Sub-culturing Suspension Cells

2. Understand and perform cell culture procedures.

The Lab Report on Sub-culturing Suspension Cells assignment is an assessment of SCCLO #2. The assessment measures the student’s ability to understand and perform cell culture procedures.
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**STUDENT MEASURES ON SCC:LO#4**

- **Exceeds Mastery, 15, 79%**
- **Mastery, 2, 10%**
- **No Mastery, 2, 11%**
- **Emerging Mastery, 0, 0%**
- **Limited Mastery, 0, 0%**